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Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited, but imag-




Since the industrial revolution, machine of all sorts without doubt, have been, and still are the
driving force of the world economy. Operating in harsh conditions, machines are prone to fail-
ure, which can incur financial losses, the degradation of the environment, and sometime human
casualties.
One of the main component of nearly all machines are bearings. Due to their geometrical char-
acteristics, the latter facilitate rotation movements while being continuously subjected to large
loads . Consequently, bearing failures represent more than 40% of machine breakdown. To
mitigate bearing degradation, they are monitor in order to detect incipient faults as early as re-
quired. This is achieved by mounting sensors on strategics area surrounding a bearing, in order
to measure, collect and analyze its vibration movement (vibration signal).
The analysis processes for bearing fault detection in most industrial applications, rely on the
Fourier transform. This is due to the fact that bearings faults occur at specific frequencies, called
characteristic defect frequencies. A defect in a bearing will emit a periodic high frequency pulse
as the bearing rotates. The frequency at which the pulse is emitted is the defect frequency. As a
result, the core of bearing monitoring, is the early detection of onset of failure, expressed by the
defect frequencies. The latter can be found in the frequency spectrum, derived by the Fourier
transform.
Bearings are in general mounted on machines comprising several components, each emitting
its own vibration signal. This render the detection of defect frequencies in a bearing frequency
spectrum challenging, due to interfering signals, and induced noise. Therefore, the frequency
spectrum obtained directly from a bearing vibration signal, contains little diagnostic informa-
tion. To circumvent the latter issue, a series of signal filtering operations and mathematical
transformations are applied to a bearing vibration signal. The goal is to isolate and expose the
relevant signal, that contains the defects frequencies. This process can be achieved through var-
ious methods. However, the most prevalent scheme is the so called high frequency resonance
technique (HFRT). The HFRT removes or dump irrelevant signals, and extract relevant one, be-
iv
fore applying the Fourier transform. This result in a bearing frequency spectrum, that reveals
the defect frequencies.
Although efficient and widely used, the high frequency resonance technique can generate a
noisy spectrum, in particular when bearing defects are severe. This can render bearings faults
detection challenging. To circumvent the above challenge, this thesis posit a new scheme, that
relies on a set of filtering techniques, in order to generate a noiseless spectrum. To test the valid-
ity of the proposed new method, it is applied to a case study. The results derived from this test,
proves that the new scheme is able to reveal bearing defect frequencies, in a relatively noiseless
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The associate press, a leading news organization, wrote: “Norwegian probe: Gearbox failure
caused fatal 2016 crash”. It was a news report of an airbus helicopter crash, on a small island
outside of Bergen, the second largest city in Norway, cutting short the life of 13 people. The offi-
cial cause of the crash: “A fatigue fracture in the main rotor gearbox.”. The anticipated question
that arises after such catastrophic event is: was it preventable?
The latter question has been the driving force, behind the adoption of what is commonly known
as predictive maintenance. Since, machines are prone to failure, they must be monitored and
maintained regularly, to avoid catastrophic breakdown. The set of methods and strategies used
to monitor, detect or predict onset of failure, and plan maintenance, are grouped under the
umbrella term predictive maintenance.
Formally, predictive maintenance for machines and industrial equipment can be defined as a
maintenance philosophy or more generally a framework, with a set of standards and methods,
used to predict and prevent machine failure. This maintenance philosophy, when correctly im-
plemented, increases machine life time, reduces downtime and maintenance cost. The aim
here, is to detect as early as possible incipient failure and take appropriate actions.
Most industrial machines or equipment, rely on one or more rotating component(s) such as a
gear box or a shaft. These rotating components, are sometime coupled with bearings in order
to facilitate their rotation. In rotating machines, more than 40% of failure can be attributed to
bearing faults (Albrecht et al. (1986)), as shown in figure 1.1, which displays the distribution of
faults in rotating machines. By facilitating rotation movements, bearings can be subjected to
large load and mechanical forces, which can lead to slowly propagating defects.
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Most commonly applied methods in predictive maintenance for bearing fault detection rely on
the Fourier transform. Here is why: To monitor bearing for eventual failures, one or more sen-
sors are used to record their vibrating movement periodically. Each record or sample is called a
bearing vibration signal. Because of their geometry, bearings failures are associated to specifics
frequencies call defect frequencies, derived from each bearing type geometrical properties. Fur-
thermore, the core of bearings monitoring, rest on the identification of the failure frequencies
and their secondary effects. This is accomplished by Fourier transforming a target vibration sig-
nal into its corresponding frequency spectrum, and searching for eventual failure frequencies.
Figure 1.1: Failure distribution in a rotating machine.
Because a bearing vibration signal can be “contaminated” by other signals from different sources,
most bearing fault detection methods apply a set of transformations to the target signal, before
applying the Fourier transform. These “pre-processing” aim at isolating part of the signal that
contained relevant diagnostic information. One of the most widely used method which accom-
plishes this with elegance, is the so call high frequency resonance technique (HFRT). Its apply
a series of “filtering” operations in order to seep through, only part of the vibration signal, that
contained potential traces of failure. The filtering operations, which are mathematical opera-
tions, are: high, low and band pass filtering. As their name indicate, a high pass filtering op-
eration removes all low frequencies in a target signal, while a low pass filter accomplishes the
apposite. A band pass filter removes all frequencies bellow and above predefined thresholds.
As will be shown later, a bearing with a defect, generates pulse like signals, buried deep inside
the vibration signal, which can introduce non linearity as well as rendering the signal non sta-
tionary. Such pulses are temporal events, that the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT)
attempts to isolate through filtering operations. However, the latter are not designed to resolve
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such phenomenon. Therefore, the spectrum derived from the HFRT can be noisy, making fail-
ure frequency detection challenging at times. In addition, the Fourier transform operates in
the frequency domain, therefore can not properly resolve temporal events. Furthermore, the
basis functions of the Fourier transform are trigonometric extensions that are not compactly
supported. Recall that a compactly supported function on a closed interval, has non zero value
within the interval and zero else where. This property allows capturing pule like signals, since a
pulse is approximated as a compactly supported function. To circumvent the aforementioned
issues, this thesis presents an alternative method, based on Hilbert- Huang transform (HHT),
for bearing fault detection. By design, the Hilbert-Huang transform can efficiently deal with
signals that exhibit temporal features. Furthermore, in applying the HHT, the goal is to resolve
all temporal events before generating the frequency spectrum of a target vibration signal. This
strategy not only expose any potential anomalies in the signal, caused by a bearing failure, it
also generates a “clean” frequency spectrum.
The Hilbert Huang transform was developed recently by Huang, (Huang et al. (1998)) to deal
efficiently with non linear and non stationary processes. It decomposes data adaptively into its
sub-components by using the so called empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Unlike Fourier
transform where trigonometric functions are used to decompose signals, adaptive decomposi-
tion means that the basis functions are completely determined by the data itself, (Huang and
Wu (2008)). This allow in theory, to access intrinsic and salient properties of data
In this brief introduction, the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT) was introduced as
one of the prevalent methods used in bearing fault detection. Some of its weaknesses were
briefly outlined, and the Hilbert Huang transform (HHT) was introduced as a possible fix. To
further understand the HFRT and the HHT, section 1.2 presents a literature survey, covering
both methods while outlining their respective strengths and weaknesses. To set apart the con-
tribution of this thesis from what has been previously accomplished, section 1.3 describes in
detailed the proposed method for bearing fault detection, based on Hilbert Huang transform.
In general, at the core of bearing fault detection are: the Fourier transform, signal filtering and
the Hilbert transform, which was not mentioned so far. Therefore, Chapter 2 gives a brief intro-
duction of the Fourier analysis, outlines the Hilbert transform and presents the basics of signal
filtering. Moreover, the high frequency resonance technique, which is the predominant method
in bearing fault detection, is applied to a case study, in order to detect bearing failure frequen-
cies. To show the contribution of this thesis, Chapter 3 gives a thorough presentation of the
proposed method. It covers the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT), describes in detailed the ap-
plication of the HHT to bearing fault detection, and uses a case study to demonstrate the effi-
ciency of this method. Chapter 4 sums up what has been done, outline some of its weaknesses
and gives a road map on how to improve up on them.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 Literature review
As part of nearly all rotating machines, rolling bearing elements are one of the most frequent
reasons for machine breakdown (Randal and Antoni (2010)). A rolling bearing element is made
of mainly four parts, which are shown in Figure 1.2: The outer race indicated by 1, the balls
trapped in the cage and labeled by 2 and 3 respectively. Finally, the inner race identified by 4
and 5. To facilitate machine rotation, a rotating shaft, which is a long cylindrical tube, is placed
within the inner ring.
Figure 1.2: Exploded view of a rolling bearing. 1: outer race or ring, 2: balls or roller elements, 3:
cage, 4 and 5: inner race or ring.
Premature and unexpected bearing breakdown, can halt production and incur high cost. In the
worst case scenario, human lives can be impacted. To avert dramatic consequences of bearing
failure, it is therefore crucial to detect incipient faults and take appropriate actions.
The geometry of a bearing is important in understanding its dynamic, and detecting early sign
of failure. A key fact in bearing fault detection, is that a failure can be detected at a given fre-
quency, called characteristic defect frequency or failure frequency. Here is why. A defect in one
surface of a rolling element bearing also called balls, generates an impulse as it hits an other
surface, (McFadden and Smith (1984a), McFadden and Smith (1984b)). As the bearing rotates,
the impulses will occur periodically with a frequency (the defect frequency) which is uniquely
determined by the location of the defect (McFadden and Smith (1984a)). Consequently, the fail-
ure frequency is derived from the bearing physical characteristics, and the rotational speed of
the machine housing the bearing, (McFadden and Smith (1984a)). Therefore, finding the failure
frequencies is the basis for bearing fault detection in most cases.
There are typically four failure frequencies: ball pass frequency outer race (BPFO), which is the
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frequency at which a defect strikes the outer ring. Similarly, the ball pass frequency inner race
(BPFI) is the frequency at which a defect hits the inner race. The fundamental train frequency
cage (FTF) and the ball spin frequency (BSF) are frequencies at which a fault tricks the cage and
the rollers (balls), respectively.
Finding the failure frequencies entails, transforming the bearing vibration signal into its corre-
sponding frequency spectrum, where the defect frequencies reside. However, this apparent sim-
ple task is challenging. The vibration signal of a bearing is “infected” by the signals of other ma-
chines components or other vibration sources (Zhao et al. (2014), McFadden and Smith (1984a)).
In addition, at the onset of failure, the fault frequencies are very weak (Zhao et al. (2014)). To ef-
ficiently detect failure frequencies, a de-noising of the signal is necessary and the weak early
defect frequencies must be enhanced (Zhao et al. (2014)).
To address the aforementioned issues, several signal processing techniques have been proposed.
The most prevalent are (Zhao et al. (2014)): the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT)
(Darlow et al. (1974)), Spectral kurtosis (Antoni (2006), Antoni and Randall (2006), Antoni (2007)),
wavelet analysis (Lin and Qu (2000), Qiu et al. (2006)), Hilbert Huang transform and the empir-
ical mode decomposition (Yu et al. (2005), Lei et al. (2011)), cyclostationary approach (Antoni
et al. (2004), Borghesani et al. (2013), Girondin et al. (2013)), minimum entropy deconvolution
(Sawalhi et al. (2007), Jiang et al. (2013) ), and stochastic resonance (Tan et al. (2009), He et al.
(2012)). The most widely used method is however the high resonance frequency technique,
because it is able to efficiently extract bearing diagnostic information, trough a sequence of fil-
tering operations (Zhao et al. (2014)).
One of the first work on bearing fault detection was by (Balderston (1969)), who investigated
bearings rings and roller elements (balls) natural frequencies, and observed that the signal in-
duced by bearings defects are located in the high frequency zone of resonance exited by the
internal impact of the faults, (Randal and Antoni (2010)). Let elaborate on this. As previously
mention, a bearing defect will generate periodic impulses, which are forces that strike the bear-
ing at the location of the defect, at a given frequency (failure frequency). When the failure fre-
quency is equal, or nearly equal to the natural frequency of the bearing, this cause the latter to
vibrate at a higher amplitude and frequency (McFadden and Smith (1984a)), then it would have
at a different frequency. This phenomenon is called mechanical resonance. The latter will also
occur in the machine housing the bearing, and in a potential sensor mounted on the bearing for
collecting vibration data, (McFadden and Smith (1984a)).
It is therefore critical to detect, and isolate the resonance exited by the impulses generated by
bearing defects, which in theory can be visible in the bearing vibration signal. However, bearing
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diagnostic information in the form of failure frequencies are difficult to be directly observable
in the raw signal (Randal and Antoni (2010)). This is due to the fact that the energy generated by
the impulses induced by faults, are widely distributed over a wide range of frequencies (Randal
and Antoni (2010)).
To circumvent the latter difficulty, the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT) was devel-
oped and allowed early detection of bearing failure (Broderick et al. (1972), Burchill (1973),
Burchill et al. (1973), Darlow et al. (1974), Darlow and Badgley (1975b), Darlow and Badgley
(1975a), Board (1975), Randal and Antoni (2010), Gupta and pradhan (2016), Khadersab and
Shivakumar (2018)). In the high frequency resonance technique, a bearing vibration signal is
band pass filtered, envelop-detected, low pass filtered and finally decomposed into its frequency
spectrum by the Fourier transform.
The resonance induced by defects, are responses of the bearing, the machine housing the bear-
ing, and possibly other surrounding machines (McFadden and Smith (1984a)). Therefore band
pass filtering allows only the bearing signal to be recovered. The envelop detection procedure,
extracts the high frequency resonance signal produced by the bearing defects. This signal is
the superposition of two components: the high frequency resonance component and the low
frequency bearing failure component. The latter is recovered by a low pass filter.
Recall that a band pass filtering process in signal processing, filters a signal by only letting
through desire frequencies. On the other hand, the envelop detection process, takes a target
signal and returns its envelope. The latter is the curve formed by joining all peaks in the sig-
nal. In practice, the envelope signal is derived by taking the Hilbert transform of the band pass
filtered signal. The low pass filter procedure, sips out low frequency components of a signal.
The diagnostic power of the high frequency resonance technique rests on the key fact that it uses
the envelope of the band passed raw vibration signal, before performing the Fourier transform
(McFadden and Smith (1984a), Randal and Antoni (2010)). The envelope signal contains nearly
all the information generated by bearing faults. It is worth noting that the rollers elements lo-
cated in the bearing cage are subjected to random slip, (McFadden and Smith (1984a)), and the
bearing failure frequencies variation is of the order of 1-2% (Randal and Antoni (2010)). This
random slip changes the characteristics of the raw vibration signal, which makes it difficult to
extract useful diagnostic information directly from the vibration raw signal, (Randal and Antoni
(2010)). However, the sequence of operation applied to the raw signal to obtain the envelope
addresses specifically this situation of slip (Randal and Antoni (2010)).
The envelope signal obtained from the High frequency resonance technique was also leveraged
in other methods for bearing fault detection. For example, the spectral kurtosis method, uses
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the frequency spectrum of the envelope signal from the short time Fourier transform (STFT), to
find the frequency band of the pulses generated by bearing fault (Randal and Antoni (2010)). The
spectral kurtosis uses fourth order statistical moment, to decompose the power of a signal with
respect to frequencies, (Randal and Antoni (2010)). Note that the short time Fourier transform
uses fixed window size where the Fourier transform is applied. Akin to the spectral kurtosis,
is the power spectral density (PSD) method, which uses second order statistics, to obtain the
energy contribution of frequencies. The bearing failure frequency will generally produce a larger
energy distribution.
Although powerful, the high frequency resonance technique can produce a noisy spectrum for
inner race or rolling element defect (McFadden and Smith (1984a)). The spectrum can become
even more noisy when bearing defects are extensive (McFadden and Smith (1984a)). The de-
pendency of the failure frequency on the machine rotation speed, can also be an issue as the
rotating speed changes continuously or is unknown. Time varying rotation speed and load can
cause the vibration signal to be non-stationary (Zhao et al. (2014)), which makes the Fourier
transform inadequate in some cases (Huang et al. (1998), Huang and Wu (2008)).
In addition, the Fourier transform uses trigonometric basis functions, that are not locally com-
pact, and can not handle efficiently nonlinear and non-stationary signal (Huang et al. (1998)).
The reader might argue that the short time Fourier transform, can handle non-stationary signal.
However, the issue in this case is the selection of the window size. An other important issue for
all frequency based method so far mentioned, are the selection of a resonance frequency band
for band pass filtering the raw vibration signal (Zhao et al. (2014)). The resonance frequency
band, is the frequency band within which, the frequencies of resonance induced by the faults
are located.
To extend bearing fault detection to cases where a Fourier transform based method or more
generally frequency based methods are limited, numerous contributions have been made to-
wards alternative methods such as Hilbert-Huang transform, wavelet transform and machine
learning (Zhang et al. (2019), Xiaoan and Minping (2018), Rai and Upadhyay (2016), Konar and
Chattopadhyay (2011), Rai and Mohanty (2006) ). These methods can directly operate in the
time domain (on the time signal), as opposed to Fourier transform based methods that require
a frequency spectrum.
The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) as most signal analysis tool, is predicated on the key as-
sumption that a signal has multiple components, and can be decomposed into single oscillatory
modes called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) (Fosso and Molinas (2019), Huang and Wu (2008),
Huang et al. (1998)). It was developed to deal efficiently with nonlinear and non-stationary sig-
nals. As opposed to Fourier transfrom, the HHT method does not use a-priori basis functions.
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It uses local properties of a signal such as the extrema of a signal, the mean, with a series of
operations to obtain a hierarchy of single component signals, that range from high to low fre-
quency time signals. By using local properties, the HHT is able to model local events such as
pulses emitted by bearing faults (which will be shown in this thesis). The wavelet transform on
the other hand, utilizes locally compact basis functions, and was primarily used in geophysics,
to model high frequency short duration seismic pulses, (Bogges (2009)), similar to those emitted
by bearing faults .
For bearing fault detection, (Fan et al. (2016)) decomposed the vibration signal obtained from
a motor into intrinsic mode functions, and evaluated the Hilbert-Huang energy spectrum (also
called marginal spectrum) of each IMF, to detect sign of fatigue, oxidation and mechanical struc-
ture deformation. In the same fashion (Peng et al. (2004), Soualhi et al. (2015), Osman and
Wang (2014),Osman and Wang (2013a), Osman and Wang (2013b), Li et al. (2009b)) Applied the
marginal spectrum to identify bearing characteristic defect frequencies. The energy spectrum
also called power spectrum or energy density, is the energy contribution of each frequency, de-
rived from the intrinsic mode functions. To compute the energy density, the Hilbert transform
of the absolute value of the square of an IMF is first computed. Secondly, the integral of the
latter is evaluated over the domain of variability of the signal. The Hilbert transform of a signal
is the convolution of the signal with the function 1
πt , where t is a dummy variable.
One of the issue of the Hilbert Huang transform, is selecting the appropriate intrinsic mode
functions (Fosso and Molinas (2019)). The IMFs obtained from a target signal, are hierarchy of
mono component signals, ranging from high to low frequency. However, due to a phenomenon
called mode mixing, an IMF, rather then having a single oscillatory mode, can have more than
one mode, resulting an IMF to lose its physical meaning (Fosso and Molinas (2019)). For a given
process such as the vibration of a bearing in a motor, there exists multiple sub processes corre-
sponding to the vibration of sub components of the motor and the bearing. Therefore mapping
the correct IMFs to the corresponding sub processes is a daunting task.
To resolve this issue, (Osman and Wang (2013a), Osman and Wang (2013b) ) used a linear com-
bination of two similarities measure (Linear and non-linear similarity) to select the target IMF
and applied the energy spectrum of the IMFs to identify bearing failure frequencies. The simi-
larities measures, quantifies the “sameness” of two distributions. In the same fashion (Osman
and Wang (2014)) applied a weighted D’Agostino Pearson (DP) normality test to select the more
relevant IMFs (IMF representing defect component). The DP test uses both the skewness and
the kurtosis to assess normality. The skewness is a statistical estimator that measures the sym-
metry of a probability distribution, while the kurtosis also a statistical estimator, measures the
“tailedness” of a distribution. The Kurtosis and skewness of a normal distribution are 3 and 0
respectively. (Peng et al. (2004)), used the correlation coefficient as a criteria for IMF selection.
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1.3 Contributions
The ubiquity of Fourier transform in science and technology, is the proof of its efficiency in
solving complex scientific and industrial problems, such as bearing fault detection. In the latter,
Fourier transform is the core of several methods that rely on frequencies spectrum to identify
bearing failure frequencies. One of the predominant methods is the so call high frequency reso-
nance technique (HFRT). As outlined earlier, the high frequency resonance technique, first uses
successive filtering operations to remove “noisy signals” in a target vibration signal, then apply
Fourier transform. This result in a frequency spectrum, which may potentially contain a bearing
failure frequency.
in spite of its wide spread application, the Fourier transform is not without “limitations”. The
latter are the results of the mathematical assumptions imposed, in order to formulate a rigorous
theoretical framework. One such assumption, is to say that a target signal is the superposition
of trigonometrical extensions, each with constant amplitude and frequency. This makes it hard
to apply the Fourier transform to amplitude and frequency modulated signals, generated for
example by changing load. In addition, Fourier transform operates in the frequency domain,
thus unable to access temporal phenomenon in a signal. Lastly, applying the Fourier transform
to a signal can produce a noisy frequency spectrum when bearing faults become pronounced.
This can introduce challenges in the process of identifying bearing failure frequencies.
To address the aforementioned issues, when it comes to bearing fault detection, this thesis in-
troduces a mixed method. It comprises the Hilbert-Huang transform coupled with a robust
seasonal trend decomposition method. There are three steps in this method: In step 1, the
Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) is used to decompose a signal into nearly mono component
signals. This is akin to the Fourier transform, except that there is no predefined basis functions,
and the resulting components reside in the time domain. In step 2, the seasonal parts of each
component are extracted through the so called seasonal trend decomposition by LOESS method
(STL). The seasonal parts are the oscillatory components. In the last step, the power spectrum
density of each oscillatory part is computed through the periodogram which is an estimation
of the power spectrum density. The latter is the energy distribution of the frequency spectrum.
The power spectrum, essentially shows the energy contribution of each frequency component
of a signal.
As opposed to the high frequency resonance technique, the method proposed in this thesis,




Application of the High frequency resonance
technique in bearing Fault detection
This chapter covers the application of the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT), to bear-
ing fault detection. It starts with the background materials in section 2.1, where section 2.1.1
presents an overview of the Fourier analysis, while section 2.1.2 describes signal filtering in gen-
eral, and in particular the Hilbert transform, which is a special kind of linear filter.
After discussing the background materials, section 2.2 instantiates a case study for the high fre-
quency resonance technique, applied to detecting bearing failure frequencies. The data for this




From solving differential equations to analyzing sound waves, images and signals in general,
Fourier analysis has a profound impact in science and engineering. It provides a convenient
way to transforming signals into a series of frequencies called frequency spectrum. And in doing
so, it reveals hidden aspects of data. The bulk of Fourier analysis is to decompose as well as
reconstruct a signal, or more generally a function, into trigonometric extensions. In bearing
fault detection, the main goal is to decompose a signal into its elementary frequency spectrum,
which contains the bearing defect frequencies, if they exist.
In an application view point, a signal can be viewed as a series of observations generated by a
12
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given process, and recorded at discrete or continuous time intervals. The underlying process
might be the sum of given sub-processes. In this case, the frequency spectrum will reveal all
the sub-processes characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, where a signal (in dark) is
decomposed into four sinusoidal components (in blue). Each sinusoidal component is uniquely
defined by its amplitude and its frequency (in red). The representation of all amplitudes versus
their corresponding frequencies is called the frequency spectrum.
Figure 2.1:
In a theoretical view point, however, the results that underlie Fourier analysis can be sum up
as followed: Given a function (or a signal), find a trigonometric series that converges to the
target function. The latter statement falls under the umbrella of the general problem of function
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approximation.
The basic ingredients required to approximate a function in this scenario are: a vector space, a
basis, which is a subspace of the vector space, and a mathematical operation such as an inner
product that maps two vectors to a real number. If a vector space has an inner product, we say
that the vector space is an inner product space. The inner product operation, can be used for
example to express the orthogonality property. The latter plays an import part in simplifying
some algebraic operations.
Before continuing, let clarify some symbols. In this section, the letters f , V , V0 are used for an
arbitrary function, a vector space, and a subspace of a vector space, respectively. Basis functions
will be denoted by {ϕ0, · · · ,ϕn}, where n can either be a finite integer or infinite. Having made
this clarification, let elaborate on the concept of function approximation.
The function approximation process in light of Fourier analysis goes like this: Given an arbitrary
function f , that is to be approximated, pick an appropriate vector space V , such that f ∈ V .
Furthermore, define a subspace V0 of the vector space V , and construct an inner product on
V0, if it does not exist. Next, fine an appropriate basis of V0. A basis of V0 is a set of linearly
independent vectors {ϕ0, · · · ,ϕn} in V0, that span V0. This means that any vector in V0 can be
written as a linear combination of the basis vectors.
Having all this in place, the best approximation of the function f is its orthogonal projection in
the inner product space V0. Figure 2.2 shows an illustration of a generic mechanism of func-
tion approximation by orthogonal projection, where f0 is the orthogonal projection of f in the
subspace V0 of V .
V
f ≈ f0 =∑nj=1α jϕ j
V0
f0
{ϕ1,ϕ2, · · · ,ϕn}
Figure 2.2: Illustration of a generic function approximation process of a function f into a sub-
space V0 of a vector space V . ϕ j are the basis functions and α j are real numbers for j = 1, · · · ,n.
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Having the generic function approximation defined in Figure 2.2 as a blue print, the Fourier
space V0 is a subspace of the space of all continuous functions of the interval [0,T ] and denoted























{ϕ1,ϕ2, · · · ,ϕn},
from figure 2.2.
Let sum up this introductory section of Fourier analysis. Fourier analysis is concerned with
the general problem of periodic and non periodic functions approximation. The former and
the latter are treated by Fourier series and Fourier transform, respectively. Given a periodic
function, its Fourier series is given as a discrete superposition of trigonometric functions, and its
Fourier transform is expressed as continuous superposition of exponential functions. To extend
the discussion of Fourier analysis, section 2.1.1 presents the Fourier series, while section 2.1.1
elaborates on Fourier transform. In section 2.2, the application of Fourier analysis to bearing
fault detection is presented.
Fourier series
Let f be an arbitrary function, defined on an interval of length L =π. Its Fourier series represen-
tation is given by the infinite series





































dt , n = 1,2, · · ·
(2.2)
Approximating a function by an infinite series such as in equation (2.1), raises few interesting
questions. The right hand side of (2.1) being an infinite series, must obviously converge for
this expression to be valid. As such, under which condition does it converge? and what type of
convergence is required? what are the characteristics of the function that it converges to?.
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At first glance, one can observe that the trigonometric functions in the infinite series are peri-
odic with period 2L. This suggests that the class of functions admitting a Fourier series must
be periodic, with period 2L. The second observation is that the trigonometric extensions are
continuous, therefore some sort of continuity property must be imparted on the function f . It
turns out that, the convergence of Fourier series and the characteristics of the function f are
intimately tied. This is formerly expressed in the following theorem
Theorem 1 The function f (t ) will have a convergent Fourier series, with coefficients given by
(2.2), provided f (t ) is periodic with period 2L, and both f (t ) and f ′(t ) (the derivative of f (t )) are
at least piecewise continuous.
A useful interpretation of what it means for a function f (t ) to have a Fourier representation, can


















The function f (t ) has a Fourier representation given by (2.1) means that
lim
N→∞
SN (t ) = f (t ) (2.4)
where N is an integer.
Theorem 1 ensures that if a function is periodic, and both the function and it first derivative
are piecewise continuous, then it will have a convergence Fourier transform. Now, the question
which remains to be addressed is, what type of convergence should be expected? The conver-
gence type of Fourier series discussed in this section are: uniform convergence, pointwise con-
vergence and mean-square convergence. The two first convergence type deal with continuous
functions, while mean-square convergence treats discontinuous functions.
Uniform convergence is more stringent than pointwise convergence, while pointwise conver-
gence is more strict than mean-square convergence. Specifically, uniform convergence implies
pointwise convergence, and pointwise convergence implies mean-square convergence. There-
fore, together, they form a hierarchy of convergence type.
In terms of function approximation, convergence of infinite series starts with examining the
error incurred by approximating the function by the infinite series. This error is expressed as
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It is now apparent that the Fourier series converges pointwise to f (t ) if and only if
lim
N→∞
EN (t ) = 0 for all t . (2.6)
Pointwise convergence can also be formulated in terms of the series in equations (2.3, 2.4). For-
mally, the sequence SN converges pointwise if for some fixed t and fixed ε (a small real number),
it exists some M ∈Z, such that for N ≥ M
∣∣SN (t )− f (t )∣∣≤ ε. (2.7)
All the previous discussions can be summarized in the following theorem
Theorem 2 if f is differentiable on [−π,π] then the Fourier series converges pointwise and 2.1
holds at every point t where f (t ) is continuous.
Now let turn our attention to uniform convergence. since the trigonometric functions in the
infinite Fourier series are bounded above by 1, we can write
∣∣EN (t )∣∣≤ ∞∑
n=N+1
(∣∣an∣∣+∣∣bn∣∣) , (2.8)
and provided that the left hand side converges, uniform convergence is warranted. This is
summed up in the following theorem





Since a discontinuous function can not have a uniform convergence Fourier series, what should
be expected from discontinuous function in terms of convergence? this question can be an-
swered in terms of mean-square convergence. The mean-square value of the approximation
error EN (t ), also interpreted physically as the average energy of the approximation error EN (t )
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)2 dt)= 0. (2.11)
This result can be formulated in the following theorem.








Theorem 4 ensures that the Fourier series will converge everywhere except at the points of dis-
continuity of f (t ). This is also refer to as almost everywhere convergence.
From the previous discussion, The coefficients an and bn of the Fourier series, somehow drive




















The Fourier series of f (t ) can be rewritten as










Now from equation (2.14), it is clear that the Fourier series decomposes the function f (t ) into
frequency components, each with amplitude An , phase angle φn and delay δn . The amplitudes
together with the frequency components form the frequency spectrum.
So far, only periodic functions have been examined. However, in real application, non periodic
functions or signals are prevalent. For this reason, the Fourier transform is used to decompose
such functions.
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Fourier transform and the fast Fourier transform
On an application point of view, the Fourier series is limited. Let explain why. Most signal found
in real application are non periodic waveform that vibrate at non integer frequencies. However,
the Fourier series only deals with periodic functions. Its decomposes signals into trigonometric
extensions in [−π,π], that vibrates at integer frequencies. To circumvent the short coming of
the Fourier series, the Fourier transform is introduced. Its decomposes non periodic functions
into sinusoidal extensions that vibrates at frequencies that are real number on infinite time in-
terval [ref]. This is of great practical importance, at least for bearing fault detection, since failure
frequencies are often real numbers.





e−2πi s f (t )dt , (2.15)
assuming that f is defined for all real numbers t and s ∈ R. The Fourier transform defined by
(2.15) gives a continuous spectrum of frequencies as opposed to the Fourier series of a periodic
function which generates a discrete spectrum of frequencies. The function f can be recover
from the continuous spectrum of frequencies by taking the inverse Fourier transform to obtain
f (t ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e2πi s f̂ (s)ds, (2.16)
In technical semantics, we say that the Fourier transform f̂ (s) is defined on the frequency do-
main, while f (t ) is defined on the time domain. This define a time and frequency duality. For
any real number s, the square magnitude | f̂ (s)|2 is called the power spectrum or the spectral
power density. Its gives the energy of a signal in terms of frequency. The frequency domain and
the time domain are related by the so called Parcevals identity given by∫ ∞
−∞
| f (t )|2dt︸ ︷︷ ︸




| f̂ (s)|2ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy spectrum
(2.17)
Equation (2.17) says that the total energy in the time domain is equal to the total energy in the
frequency domain. The left hand side of Equation (2.17) defines the total energy of the signal f
while the right hand side gives what is called the energy spectrum, which is the total energy in
the frequency domain. The latter quantifies the energy contribution of all frequencies.
The time and frequency duality defined above, allows time domain information to be recover
in the frequency domain. To illustrate this fact, let assume that a vibration sensor records the
vibrating movement of a bearing over a period of time. This measurement can be view as a
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function of time and reside in the time domain. By applying the Fourier transform, we can
decompose the signal into frequencies which reside in the frequency domain. Assume further
that the goal is to detect any failure incur by the bearing. For a bearing, the failure frequency
can be computed based on the bearing geometrical characteristics. Once we known the failure
frequency, it remains to search for it in the frequency domain. In the subsequent section we will
discus how Fourier transform can be use to detect specific bearing failure frequencies. For the
time being, let discuss the conditions under which the integrals defined in equations (2.15, 2.16)
exist.
Theorem 5 If f is a continuously differentiable function with∫ ∞
−∞
| f (t )|dt <∞, (2.18)
then
f (t ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e2πi s f̂ (s)ds,




e−2πi s f (t )dt.
Thus if f is continuously differentiable and the integral defined by (2.18) is absolutely conver-
gent, the Fourier transform of f exists. In cases where the latter condition is not satisfied, the
Fourier transform still exists if the integral defined by (2.18) is conditionally convergent.
So far, in our discussion of Fourier transform, only continuous function (signal) have been men-
tion. However, in many applications such as signal analysis, we are primarily dealing with dis-
crete signals. Recall that a discrete signal has values at discrete times. For such signals, we need
to apply the discrete Fourier transform.
Definition 1 Let x = {x j }nj=0 be a sequence of real numbers. The discrete Fourier transform of x











where i is the imaginary complex number, n is an integer and w denote the complex conjugate of
w.
Practically, the computation of the Discrete Fourier transform reduces to the following matrix
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1 1 1 · · · 1
1 w w2 · · · w n−1




















where Fn is a symmetric matrix. The matrix operation defined in equation (2.19) requires n2
multiplications. For large n, this can incur a significant overhead. Fortunately, since the matrix
Fn is symmetric, the number of multiplications can be reduced to 5n log2(n), by applying the so












The Fourier transform not only computes the frequency spectrum of a signal. It is also a tool in
the process of deriving the analytical representation of a real value signal. An analytical repre-
sentation of a real valued signal is its complex representation that makes it possible to represents
a signal in terms of frequency modulation (frequency variation). The analytical representation
of a signal is derived in terms of the Hilbert transform. In terms of the Fourier transform, the
Hilbert transform of a signal is found by computing its Fourier transform, remove the negative
spectrum and finally take the inverse Fourier transform. The Hilbert transform is also used in
addition with the Fourier transform for bearing fault detection. In section 2.1.2 the Hilbert trans-
form is presented followed by section 2.2 which apply the Fourier transform and the Hilbert
transform to bearing fault detection.
2.1.2 Digital filters and Hilbert transform
Filter
A digital filter can be defined as a dynamic system in general, and in particular a discrete time
system, that removes undesirable part of a signal such as noise, or extracts desirable compo-
nents that reside within certain frequency ranges (band). The input signal to the system is some
time refer to as the excitation, while the output is called the response. To be more specific, the
discrete time system is a mathematical function that maps the input signal to the output. Fur-
thermore, a discrete time system operates on discrete time signals.
A digital filter is characterized by its frequency response, which when known, completely defines
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the output signal frequency and phase variation. The frequency response is also defined as the
transfer function of the system evaluated on the unit circle. The transfer function is the function
that gives the relationship between the output signal produced by the filter, and the input signal.
As illustration, let ξ be the mapping that represents a discrete time linear system. From the
eigenfunction property,
ξ(zk ) = T (z)zk (2.21)
where z is a complex number, k an integer, and T (·) the transfer function of the discrete linear
system. In addition, if ξ is stable, meaning that it can be evaluated on the unit circle, (z = e j kΩ,









e j kΩ (2.22)
where Ω is the phase of the complex number z lying on the unit circle. It is worth noting that
a stable system produces a bounded signal from an input bounded signal, which is a desire
property in real life applications. Moreover, the response of a single frequency component of





























is the angle of the frequency response and
∣∣∣∣T (e jΩ)∣∣∣∣ is the amplitude response.
The observation that can be made from equation (2.23) is that, the response of a single phase
sinusoidal function, is given by the amplitude of the frequency response, and the sum of the




. In retrospect, equation (2.22) says that the frequency response of a filter,
completely determined the excitation of an input signal.
In this thesis, the Butterworth filter is used in the implementation of the high frequency reso-
nance technique. This filter tends to approximate an ideal one, which “should not only com-
pletely reject the unwanted frequencies (stopband) but should also have uniform sensitivity for
the wanted frequencies (passband)” (Butterworth (1930)). Uniform sensitivity for the wanted
frequencies means that, the wanted frequency band should be “flat”. As a low pass filter, the
frequency response of the Butterworth filter in terms of frequency ω is given by
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where n is the order of the filter and ωc is called cutoff frequency, and segregates the passband
and the stopband. This low pass filter is the building block of other filters type(bandpass, high-
pass and so on). Figure 2.3 shows the graph of a normalized Butterworth amplitude response
with respect to the angular frequency ω, with cutoff frequency ωc = 1. As a low pass filter, the
passband region includes frequency range from 0 to 1 radian per second. In this region, as the
filter order n increases, the passband region converges to a flat curve, and the amplitude re-
sponse converges to a step function.
Figure 2.3:
Hilbert transform
The Hilbert transform is an integral transform, first introduced by David Hilbert to solve integral
equations in mathematical physics (Gabor (1982)). Its physical interpretation is equivalent to a
special kind of linear filter, which shift a signal spectral component phase by π2 , while keeping
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its amplitude unchanged (Feldman (2010)). This is the physical meaning behind expressing the
Hilbert transform of a signal as its convolution with the function 1πt (Feldman (2010)). Moreover,
the generalization of Euler formula
e iθ = cos(θ)+ i sin(θ) (2.25)
to a complex function as
Y (t ) = u(t )+ i v(t ), (2.26)
due to Gabor, was made possible by the Hilbert transform (Feldman (2010)). In equation (2.26),
the real value function v(t ) is the Hilbert transform of the real value function u(t ). Furthermore,
if Y (t ) is a signal which depends on time t , then Y (t ) is an analytic signal, which is the complex
representation of the signal u(t ) in the upper half complex plane.
Equation (2.26), has a profound implication in signal processing, notably in problems pertain-
ing to non-stationary signal analysis. In the latter, spectral properties such as amplitude and
frequency are modulated in time. Therefore, it is safe to posit that, an appropriate representa-
tion of such signals, should incorporate instantaneous amplitude and frequency. The former
and the latter, are akin to amplitude and frequency variation in time. This is precisely achieved
through the Hilbert transform, in part.
Before expanding the mathematical formulation of the Hilbert transform, a definition of an an-
alytic signal, and the clarification as to why it is important for non-stationary problems, are
required. Formally, an analytic signal is a complex signal whose imaginary part is the Hilbert
transform of its real part. A real valued signal s(t ) , can be extended to a well defined complex
signal Y (t ), given by
Y (t ) = s(t )+ i H {s(t )} (2.27)
where H {s(t )} is the Hilbert transform of s(t ). If (2.27) holds, then Y (t ) is said to be an analytic
signal. In addition, if s(t ) is a mono component signal, its instantaneous amplitude (envelop)




s(t )2 +Y (t )2 (2.28)
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is the instantaneous phase. With these formulations, s(t ) can be extended to the analytic signal
Y (t ) = Re
[
|a(t )|e iΨ(t )
]
, (2.31)
where Re is the real part of the enclosed complex function.
An alternative way to describe a signal and its Hilbert transform, is to say that they are in quadra-
ture. Although they differ in form, a signal and its Hilbert transform contain the same spectral
component(s) (Gabor (1944)). In layman’s terms, that is to say for example that, “a human ear
could not distinguish between a sound wave and its Hilbert transform” (Gabor (1944)).
In contrast to (2.31), the Fourier analysis represents a signal in frequency domain, where the
concept of instantaneous frequency and amplitude can not be defined de facto. The ampli-
tude and frequency modulation expressed in (2.31) gives a satisfactory representation of non-
stationary signals, where obviously the frequency and the amplitude varies continuously with
time.
Mathematically, the Hilbert transform H {s(t )} of a signal s(t ), is define as its convolution with
the function 1πt expressed as
H {s(t )} = 1
πt







Because of the singularity at t = η in (2.32), the indefinite integral might not converge. As a
circumvention, it is evaluated by applying the Cauchy principal value method, as indicated by
the letter P in front the integral. Furthermore (2.32), can be written as
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Figure 2.4: The Hilbert transform of sin(ct ) given by sin(ct − π2 ). c = 1




. In the same fashion, the




, where c = 1. Therefore, in the frequency domain, the
Hilbert transform imposes a phase shift of π2 to frequency components of a signal.
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Figure 2.5: Cauchy pulse with its instantaneous (inst) amplitude and frequency. c = 1
Figure 2.5 shows the Cauchy pulse, which is given by (c = 1)
c
c2 + t 2 , (2.34)
as well as its instantaneous (inst) amplitude and frequency on the interval [−30,30]. Considering
the Cauchy pulse on the time interval [0,30], its amplitude and frequency decay in time. This is
well captured by the instantaneous amplitude and frequency in Figure 2.5.
Le further illustrate the importance of the Hilbert transform for frequency and amplitude mod-
ulated signals. This example is taken from (scipy community (2019)), the official page of the
Python implementation of the Hilbert transform. It depicts the strength of the Hilbert trans-
form. Consider the signal given in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: A signal with amplitude and frequency variation in time
As one can can observe, its frequency changes from 20 Hz to 100 Hz from 0 to 1 second, while its
amplitude varies in time. By computing its Hilbert transform, the signal is extended to the upper
complex plane, as an analytic signal. Therefore using (2.28-2.30), its instantaneous frequency
and amplitude can be computed.
Figure 2.7 shows the corresponding instantaneous amplitude and frequency. It is clear from this
that the frequency changes (nearly) from 20 Hz in the neighborhood of t = 0, to 100 Hz in the
neighborhood of t = 1 . This demonstrates the efficiency of the Hilbert transform in dealing with
signals with modulated spectral characteristics.
Although the Hilbert transform provides a tool to analyze signals with modulated spectral char-
acteristics, the instantaneous frequency obtained does not always provide a physical meaning
(Huang et al. (1998), Huang and Wu (2008), unless the input signal is mono component (single
frequency characteristics).
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Figure 2.7: A signal with amplitude and frequency variation in time
To address the issue faced by the Hilbert transform for non mono component signals, the Hilbert-
Huang transform was developed. Through the empirical mode decomposition (EMD), which is
a series of transformation, a target signal is decomposed into (nearly) mono component sig-
nals called intrinsic mode functions, for which instantaneous amplitude and frequency are well
defined in a physical sense. Therefore, the Hilbert-Huang transform adds value to the Hilbert
transform, and both make it possible to correctly tackle problems with frequency and amplitude
modulation. A concise exposition of the Hilbert-Huang transform is given in chapter 3, where it
is applied in a proposed new method, for bearing fault detection.
The Hilbert transform acts as a linear filter in the frequency domain, where it imposes a phase
shift to every Fourier component. In the time domain, it extends a real valued function to a com-
plex function which is an analytic signal. The imaginary part of the latter is the Hilbert transform
of the original signal. By using the analytic signal, the instantaneous frequency and the instan-
taneous amplitude of the original signal is derived. To have a meaning instantaneous amplitude
and frequency, the original signal must be a mono component signal. The Hilbert-Huang trans-
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form, makes it possible to decompose any signal to a set of (nearly) mono components called
intrinsic mode function. Thus, the Hilbert transform, coupled with the Hilbert-Huang trans-
form provide a complete set of tools, in analyzing frequency and amplitude modulated signals.
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2.2 Application of the high frequency resonance technique for
bearing fault detection
In the literature review section, the high frequency resonance techniques (HFRT) was presented
as one of the most widely used method for bearing fault detection. In this section, the HFRT is
applied to a case study, which consists of detecting defects in the outer and inner ring of a roller
bearing.
Section 2.2.1 describes the experimental set up that generated the bearings vibration signals for
this case study. In section 2.2.2 the theoretical equations for bearing defects frequencies are
formulated. Furthermore, the characteristics of each fault are described. Finally, the results
from applying the high frequency resonance technique are presented in section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Description of the case study
The data for this case study was generated by the Intelligence Maintenance System (IMS), at the
University of Cincinnati. It is freely available online and was measured by (Lee et al. (2007)).
It has been the subject of numerous publications such as (Hai et al. (2006), Mejia et al. (2010),
Fangtao et al. (2011), Mejia et al. (2011), Mortada and Yacout (2011), Rego et al. (2011), Yacout
(2012), Sergey and Zigmund (2012) , OF et al. (2012), Jianbo (2012a), Jianbo (2012b), Mejia et al.
(2012) )
Three separate experiments involving four bearings were performed on a motor. In each ex-
periment, a one second vibration signal snapshot was recorded every five or ten minutes. Each
vibration signal (sample), consists of 20 480 data points with a sampling rate of 20 000 Hz. The
sampling rate also called sampling frequency, is the average number of sample points obtained
per second during the sampling process. The sampling process is the reduction of an analog
signal to a digital signal. The analog signal is the continuous time signal, while the digital signal
is the discrete time signal of interest. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 2.8 where
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Figure 2.8: Experimental set up.
four bearings support a rotating shaft, driven by an AC motor through rub belts. The motor ro-
tates at 2000 rotations per minute, while the bearings are subjected to a constant radial force of
6000 pounds. In the first experiment two accelerometers were mounted on the bearings. Each
measuring vibration for the axial and radial position respectively. In the second and third ex-
periment, four accelerometers were placed one each bearing, measuring axial vibration. Recall
that an accelerometer is a sensor that measures vibration signals, in particular the acceleration
experienced by the bearings in this case. Axial signals are measured along the axis of the motor
shaft, while radial signals are measured along the perpendicular direction of the motor shaft.
At the end of the first experiment, an inner race defect occurred in bearing number 3 and a
roller element defect occurred in bearing number 4. At the end of the second experiment, an
outer race defect occurred in bearing number 1 and 3, respectively.
2.2.2 Bearing defects
Bearing failure frequencies depend on their physical characteristics as well as the rotating speed
of the motor housing them. Figure 2.9 shows a graphical representation of a bearing, with the
outer ring, the cages that encircle the balls (rolling elements), and the inner ring, where the
motor shaft is attached. A bearing failure is instantiated in four different ways, each related to
its parts : a fault in the inner, and outer ring, and defects in the cages and roller elements. As
part of this section, only fault occurring in the inner ring and outer ring are considered.
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Figure 2.9: Geometrical view of a bearing
An inner ring defect occurs at a frequency called ball pass frequency inner race (BPFI), while an
outer race defect occurs at a frequency named ball pass outer race frequency (BPFO). They are
expressed in Hz in terms of the bearing geometry characteristics and the shaft rotation speed as



















• S is the rotating speed of the motor
• nb is the number of cylindrical balls (roller elements)
• BP is the the ball diameter
• PD is the pitch diameter
• β is the contact angle
The pitch diameter is the perpendicular distance from the center of one ball to the center of
the ball located at the end. The bearing type used in this case study are manufactured by the
company Rexnord, and are of type Rexnord ZA 2115, with BPFO and BPFI given by 236.4 Hz,
296.8 Hz, respectively.
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2.2.3 The high frequency resonance technique application to bearing failure
detection
The high frequency resonance technique is made of series of transformations aiming at, in one
hand signal filtering, and on the other hand detecting incipient bearing failure. The latter relies
on the former, as it reveals hidden failure characteristics. the hight frequency resonance tech-
nique is made of four basic steps: The input vibration signal is bandpassed, Hilbert transformed,
low passed and finally fast Fourier transformed. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic description of
the entire process.
The band pass filter process allows signals within a prescribed frequency band to seep through,
while attenuating non essential components. This passband comprises typically bearing failure
frequencies. The band of allowed frequencies is bounded bellow and above by two parameters:
The low cut-off frequency and the high cutoff frequency, respectively. In this application a low
cutoff frequency of 2000 Hz and a high cutoff frequency of 9990 Hz were applied. The Hilbert
transform extract high amplitude or envelop of the bandpassed signal. Since the Bearing fre-
quencies are within the lower end of the frequency spectrum, the Butterworth lowpass filter is
applied to capture them. The Fast Fourier transform is then applied to transform the resulting
time signal to its corresponding frequency spectrum, where potential bearing failure frequen-








Figure 2.10: Description of the high frequency resonance technique.
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Ball pass outer race(BPFO) defect frequency detection
Figure 2.11: Vibration time signals of bearing number 1 recorded at the beginning (top) and six
days after (bottom), in experiment 2.
In experiment 2, four bearings were run to failure, resulting in outer race defect in bearing num-
ber 1. Figure 2.11 shows the vibration time signals of bearing number 1, at the beginning (top)
and six days after (bottom), from experiment number 2. A significant increase in the variance
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can be observed. In fact, the variance has increased 28 time after 6 days. This can be seen in
Figure 2.12, which shows a density plot at the beginning and six days after.
Figure 2.12: Density plot of the time signal at the beginning and six days after
After six days, the tail of the distribution increases considerably, which indicates an increase in
the variance, due to bearing defect propagation. Figure 2.13 shows the corresponding frequency
spectrum at the beginning (top) and six days after (bottom). At the beginning of the experiment,
the frequency spectrum is relatively “clean”. No high frequency peaks can be observed. This
indicates that the bearing is relatively “healthy”. However, after six days, the ball pass frequency
as well as harmonics can be observed in the frequency spectrum.
Harmonics are evenly spaced frequency peaks that are integer multiple of the ball pass outer
race defect frequency (Mobius (2014)). They are indication of transient, clipping or random
impact in the vibration signal, and are characteristics of the presence of bearing defects (Mobius
(2014)). Transient indicates the variation of the signal properties with time, while clipping refers
to the distortion of a signal.
Figure 2.14 shows the evolution of defect frequency in terms of amplitude as a function of time,
for all bearings. Clearly, bearing 1 exhibits high amplitude in terms of defect frequency compare
to other bearings. Its amplitude increases and drops, before increasing in an oscillatory fashion.
This is due to random slip or clipping caused by defect propagation in the bearing. This illus-
trates the fact that the vibration signal generated by bearing are non periodic and stochastic
(Randall and Antoni (2011)).
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Figure 2.13: Frequency spectrum with the presence of outer race defect frequency and harmon-
ics.
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Figure 2.14: BPFO amplitude evolution for all bearings over time
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Ball pass inner race (BPFI) defect frequency detection
Recall that in experiment 1, four bearings were run to failure, and at the end of the experiment,
inner race defect occurred in bearing number 3. Figure 2.15 shows the vibration signals of bear-
ing number 3, at the beginning (top) and at the end (bottom) of the experiment.
Figure 2.15: Vibration time signals recorded at the beginning (top) and at the end (bottom), of
experiment 1.
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Figure 2.16: Density plot of the time signal at the beginning and at the end of the experiment 1,
for bearing number 3.
It is clear that the variance of the time signal had increased significantly. This can be seen from
the density plot in Figure 2.16, where the distribution of the signal at the end of the experiment
exhibits a pronounced wide tail. In fact, the variance had increased by 41 times its initial value.
The frequencies spectrum at the beginning (top) and at the end (bottom) of the experiment can
be seen in Figure 2.17. The frequency spectrum at the beginning of the experiment does not
contain any high peaks frequencies. It is completely “clean”. This means that the bearing is
relatively “healthy”.
However, at the end of the experiment, the frequency spectrum exhibits a ball pass inner race
frequency and form sidebands together with surrounding peaks. Sidebands are series of (al-
most) evenly spaced frequency peaks, centered around a center peak called carrier (Mobius
(2014)). They are result of amplitude modulation between the shaft frequency and the ball pass
inner race defect frequency (Mobius (2014)). This is due to the fact that the inner race fault
will rotate in and out of the loaded region, causing modulation of the impact amplitudes by the
rotation speed of the shaft (Courrech and Gaudet).
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Figure 2.17: Frequency spectrum with the presence of inner race defect frequency and side-
bands.
The high frequency resonance technique applied to inner race defect detection, can produce
a confusion spectrum, with pattern of spectral line changing (McFadden and Smith (1984a)).
This make identifying inner race defect difficult in situation where the defect is pronounced. In
those cases the defect frequency values can vary up to 2% (Randal and Antoni (2010)). Although
the rotating speed of the machine is set as a constant value, in practice however, there is always
small variations, that will also generate a variation in the theoretical value of the frequency de-
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fect. As can be seen from Figure 2.17, the frequency spectrum is some how noisy. This is one
of the characteristics of the inner race defect when the defect is pronounced ((McFadden and
Smith (1984a))). A noisy spectrum can render difficult the detection of failure frequencies. In
the next chapter a new method is presented in order to tackle the issue of noisy spectrum.
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2.3 Summary
Fourier analysis applied to bearing fault detection, is concerned with transforming the vibra-
tion time signal of a bearing, to its corresponding frequency spectrum. A defect generates an
impulse, which induces resonance in the bearing, and the machine housing the bearing. The
generated resonance represents the response of the former and the latter.
The diagnostic information for bearing fault detection resides in the high frequency resonance
induced by defects. The latter are frequency components, expressed mathematically in terms
of the bearings physical characteristics, and the rotational speed of the machine shaft. The
most prevalent technique used to extract bearing diagnostic information is the high frequency
resonance technique.
The latter uses a series of filtering operations, aiming at isolating the bearing signal containing
the failure frequencies. Furthermore, the frequency spectrum is extracted from the time sig-
nal through Fourier transform. If defects are initiated, the frequency spectrum will contain the
defects frequencies. Although efficient, the high frequency resonance technique is only valid
within the boundary of the assumptions upon which it is predicated.
Due to slip of the roller elements in the bearing, the failure frequencies values can vary up to
2% from their theoretical values, or even more. In addition, bearing signal are relatively non
periodic and stochastic in nature. Consequently, non-stationarity and non linearity can be ob-
served in bearing signal. When inner race defects are pronounced, the frequency spectrum can
contain a considerable amount of noise, rendering difficult failure detection. The need for al-
ternative methods for bearing fault detection is therefore justified. In the next chapter, a new




Hilbert-Huang transform for bearing fault
detection
Most signal decomposition methods such as Fourier transform, impose a-priory basis func-
tions on the signal to be analyzed. In Fourier analysis, the basis functions are trigonometric
extensions. Although this implies a rigorous mathematical treatment, the resulting signal de-
composition is limited by the mathematical assumptions (Huang et al. (1998), Huang and Wu
(2008)). Limiting not in the sens of its mathematical truthfulness, rater in its ability to capture
all intended salient physical properties of the target signal. Two such assumptions are linearity
and stationary. As most phenomena in nature are nonlinear and non stationary, this mathemat-
ical approach, although rigorous, lacks an important property: Adaptivity (Huang et al. (1998),
Huang and Wu (2008)). The latter refers to capturing the intrinsic properties of a signal, without
imposing a-priory basis functions, (Huang et al. (1998), Huang and Wu (2008)).
The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) was precisely developed to deal with nonlinear and non
stationary processes, in an adaptive fashion (Huang et al. (1998)). It combines Hilbert spec-
tral analysis with the so call empirical mode decomposition (EMD), to adaptively decompose
a signal into its fundamental components called intrinsic mode functions (IMF), (Huang et al.
(1998)). The richness of the HHT spans from the analysis of differential equations, to the study
of geophysical phenomena, as well as bearings faults detection (Huang and Wu (2008),Li et al.
(2009a), Yan and Gao (2006) ,Soualhi et al. (2015), Sallo and Grif (2019)), and by no mean limited
to them.
The HHT has been successful applied to the analysis of solutions of nonlinear differential equa-
tions, such as the Duffing and the Lorentz equations. The intrinsic frequency, the forcing func-
tion and the low intensity subharmonics of the numerical solutions for the nonlinear Duffing
equation has been extracted through the EMD process, (Huang et al. (1998)).
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The decomposition of the solutions of Lorentz equation, revealed “transient components with
different frequencies and damping characteristics”, which agreed with previous studies, (Huang
et al. (1998)). The HHT application to seismic waves propagation, identified high and low fre-
quency seismic waves (Vasudevan and Cook (2000)). In particular, its decomposition of the seis-
mic waves induced by the 1999 Taiwan earthquake, revealed that “the Fourier transform under-
estimated low frequency energy” (Huang et al. (2001)). The Hilbert-Huang transform emerged
as a general signal decomposition tool, and in theory can be applied to any signals.
In this chapter, a new method based on Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) in part, is postulated
and tested, with signals generated by diverse bearings mounted on a motor. The novel tech-
nique, couples the HHT with a robust seasonal trend decomposition method called STL, to de-
tect bearing faults. STL stands for seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS. In short, the
STL decomposes a target signal into a trend and oscillatory components also called seasonality.
The trend is a monotone curve, while the seasonal components are periodic oscillations with
constant period.
The bulk of the proposed scheme, consists of decomposing a target signal into (nearly) mono
components signals also called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Furthermore, The seasonal
trend of each IMF is extracted trough the seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS. More-
over, the power spectral density of the resulting seasonal components are computed. The idea
is that the resulting power spectral density, which is the energy distribution per frequency con-
tribution, will encompass bearing failure if any.
the remaining parts of this chapter are organized as followed: Section 3.1 presents the empir-
ical mode decomposition (EMD), which is the back bone of the Hilbert-Huang transform for
decomposing a signal adaptively. Section 3.2, through a concrete case study, demonstrates the
efficiency of the novel approach. It begins with a gentile reminder of bearing faults character-
istics, followed by a description of the experimental setup, that generated the data for this case
study. Afterwards, the seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL) is presented, fol-
lowed by a schematic description of the new scheme. Finally, the results of the case study are
explained. In closing, section 3.3 gives a short summary of this chapter.
3.1 The Hilbert-Huang transform
The Hilbert-Huang transform is the amalgam of the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and
the Hilbert transform. The former decomposes a target signal into components having the same
spectral characteristics, and identified as intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), while the latter en-
ables the extension of a real valued signal to its complex counterpart. Together, the empirical
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mode decomposition and the Hilbert transform, form the basis for accurately (in the physical
and mathematical sens), analyzing amplitude and frequency modulated signal (Huang et al.
(1998)).
As will be shown subsequently, the empirical mode decomposition (EMD), can be (almost) in-
terpreted as a filter bank. The EMD can be regarded as a process that maps a target signal fre-
quency range, to each intrinsic mode function (IMF). That is, higher frequency regions will cor-
respond to IMFs with high frequency oscillation, while lower frequency regions will correspond
to lower frequency IMFs. The empirical mode decomposition is iterative in nature.
For a target signal s(t ), the goal is to obtained its n fundamental parts (IMFs), denoted here by




s j (t )+ r (t ), (3.1)
where r (t ) is the residual, which is either a constant or a monotone function. The derivation of
the intrinsic mode functions s j , relies on the following key assumptions.
Definition 2 An intrinsic mode function (IMF) must satisfy the following conditions:
1. The number of extrema and the number of zero crossing must either equal or differ by one
2. At any data point, the mean value of the envelope defined using the local maxima and the
envelope defined by using the local minima is zero.
The empirical mode decomposition as an iterative algorithm, generates intrinsic mode func-
tions, each satisfying definition 2 and obtained as follow:
1. Compute the upper and the lower envelope curve of the target signal s(t )
2. In the first iteration (i = 1), compute the mean mi (t ) between the upper and the lower
envelope cure of s(t )
3. Compute the first (pseudo) IMF as
hi 1(t ) = s(t )−mi (t ). (3.2)
If hi 1 satisfies definition 2, then it is an IMF and it is denoted by
ci (t ) = hi 1(t ). (3.3)
otherwise
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4. Set hi 1(t ) as the input signal and repeat step 1,2 and 3, k time, until hi k (t ) satisfies defini-
tion 2.
5. After finding the first IMF, set the first IMF as input signal and repeat step 1,2,3 and 4 to
obtain the remaining IMFs. If an IMF is monotone, set it as the residual and you are done.
In most function (signal) decomposition methods, a set of predefined n basis functions denote
here by ϕ j (t ), j = 1, · · · ,n, coupled with coefficients a j , are used to decomposing a function, say
f (t ) as
f (t ) =
n∑
j=1
a jϕ j (t ). (3.4)
However, the Hilbert-Huang transform decomposes f (t ) as
f (t ) =
n∑
j=1
c j (t )+ r (t ). (3.5)
In equation (3.4) the basisϕ j (t ) are chosen before hand (a-priory), and the coefficients are com-
puted through an integral or summation operation. A kind of “bias” is imposed on the the func-
tion f (t ). A change of basis function will affect the resulting decomposition. On the other hand,
in equation (3.5), the basis functions are directly derived from the properties of the function
f (t ). This illustrates the concept of adaptivity, central to the Hilbert-Huang transform, which
can be regarded as basis function agnostic.
Consider the signal
s(t ) = sin(5πt )+ sin(10πt )+ sin(100πt ), (3.6)
given in Figure 3.1. It is made of one high frequency component (with angular frequency 100π)
and two relatively low frequency components, with angular frequency 5π and 10π, respectively.
By applying the empirical mode decomposition, the three components are extracted and can
be seen in Figure 3.2. The first intrinsic mode function corresponds to the highest frequency
component in the original signal (Figure 3.1), while the second and third intrinsic mode func-
tions correspond to the lower frequency components. This justifies the assertion made earlier,
comparing the empirical mode decomposition to a filter bank.
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Figure 3.1: An input signal s(t ) = sin(5πt )+ sin(10πt )+ sin(100πt ), with three frequency com-
ponents
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Figure 3.2:
The intrinsic mode functions obtained through the EMD process, constitutes an adaptive ba-
sis that satisfies the mathematical properties of convergence, completeness, orthogonality and
uniqueness, (Huang et al. (1998)). Furthermore, if a j (t ) and ω j (t ) are amplitude and frequency








ω j (t )dt
), (3.7)
where the symbol ℜ(·) represents the real part of the expression its encompasses, i =p−1, and n
is the total number of IMFs obtained from decomposing a signal s(t ). Recall that the amplitudes
a j (t ) and the frequencies ω j (t ) can be computed through the Hilbert transform. An analog








where this time, the amplitude a j and the frequency ω j are constant. The Hilbert-Huang trans-
form (HHT) offers two different approaches to recover a decomposed signal. The first one is de-
scribed by equation (3.5) and includes the IMFs, while the second approach is given by equation
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(3.7) and includes the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous frequency. This gives the
HHT a leverage over Fourier transform in nonlinear an non stationary data analysis.
The intrinsic mode functions resulting from the empirical mode decomposition, are not exactly
mono components. That is, their spectral characteristics are not uniform in terms of their fre-
quency content. This can be seen in Figure 3.4, which displays the intrinsic mode functions of
an input vibration signal, given in Figure 3.3. The IMF number six (6), although representing
a high frequency region of the original signal, displays bands of relatively low frequencies area.
This mixture of high and low frequency regions, is called mode mixing.
Figure 3.3: An input vibration signal
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Figure 3.4: Selected intrinsic mode function in descending frequency values.
3.2 Application to bearing fault detection: a case study
In this section, the proposed new method is applied to a case study, in order to demonstrate its
ability in detecting bearing failure. As a reminder, Figure 3.5 shows a geometry of a bearing, with
different parts.
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Figure 3.5: Geometrical representation of a bearing
A fault occurring in the outer ring is called a ball pass frequency outer ring (BPFO) defect, while
a fault in the inner ring occurs at a frequency called ball pass inner race frequency (BPFI). Both























where R is the rotating speed of the motor on which the bearing is attached. nb is the number
of rolling elements (balls), BD is a rolling element diameter. The pitch diameter PD is half the
height of the inner ring, and the contact angle β is the angle formed when a rolling element
touches the cage.
The data and the experimental setup used for this case study were described in chapter 2. In
this setup, four bearings are mounted on a motor rotating at 2000 rotations per minute (33.3
Hz). In the first experiment the motor runs until bearing number 3 is severely damaged with
inner race defect, while in the second experiment outer race defect occurs in bearing number
1. For each experiment, successive vibration signals where obtained, with a sample rate of 20
K H z and corresponding Nyquist frequency of 10 K H z (half the sampling rate). The Nyquist
frequency define a lower bound limit in order to avoid aliasing, which is a loss of information
due to under sampling. That is, if the sample contains frequency components that are higher
then the Nyquist frequency, those frequency components wont be able to be seen.
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3.2.1 Seasonal Trend decomposition based on Loess (STL)
The STL sequentially applies the locally estimated scatter plot smoother (LOESS) in order to ob-
tain cyclical and trend components of a signal (Cleveland (1979), Cleveland and Develin (1988)).
Here a cyclical component is a periodically occurring pattern in a signal. The locally estimated
scatter is a non parametric curve fitting procedure. It can be used for “Data exploration, diag-
nostic checking of parametric models and provides a non parametric regression surface”. If s(t )
is a signal, the goal is to obtain the decomposition
s(t ) = Tr (t )+Cy (t )+Rr es(t ), (3.10)
where Tr (t ) an Cy (t ) are the trend and cyclical components, and Rr es(t ) is the residual obtained
from subtracting the trend and the cyclical component from the signal. The key ingredient in the
STL, is the locally estimated scatter plot smoother procedure. The latter being a non parametric
regression method, does not rely on any a-priory assumption on the shape of the curve that
needs to be fitted. It provides a flexible approach to curve fitting, by capturing local, as well as
global characteristics of a signal. A detailed account of the STL can be found in (Cleveland et al.
(1990)).
In this thesis, the STL is applied to address the mode mixing issue discussed earlier. This ap-
proach advantage is two folded: In one hand it solves the mode mixing issue by extracting the
dominant frequency mode, and on the other hand its generates a clear frequency spectrum, as
will be shown later.
3.2.2 Results and interpretation
In this section we apply the empirical mode decomposition followed by the seasonal trend de-
composition based on LOESS to extract features containing bearings diagnostic information.
Figure 3.6 shows the flow diagram describing the new method for bearing fault detection.
An input bearing vibration signal is subjected to the empirical mode decomposition in order to
generate intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). To mitigate mode mixing, the seasonal component
of each IMF is extracted through the seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS. In order to
expose potential bearing failure frequencies, the power spectral density of the resulting signal is
approximated by the periodogram method.
The power spectral density is technically the power or energy distribution of the autocovariance
function (ACF) frequency spectrum. (Stoica and Moses (2004)). The autocovariance function of
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a signal s(t ) is defined by
AC F (s(t )) = E [s∗(t )s(t −k)]=COV (s(t ), s∗(t −k)) k = 0,1, · · · (3.11)
where E(·) is the expectation or mean, COV(·) is the covariance and s∗(t ) is the complex con-
jugate of s(t ). The covariance of the signal s(t ) and its complex conjugate measure their joint
variability. Thus the autocovariance function is a sequence of covariance between the signal
and its complex conjugate. The power spectrum density (PSD) of a signal s(t) can be defined by











where N is an integer, i =p−1, E(·) is the expected value, and ω is the angular frequency. The
estimate PSD of the power spectral density given by
PSD (s(t ))= 1
N












Figure 3.6: Schematic description of the new scheme for bearing fault detection.
Figure 3.7 shows an input vibration signal from a bearing with a defect, its fifth intrinsic mode
function, and the resulting seasonal trend extracted through the STL.
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Figure 3.7: A pulse signal extracted by applying EMD followed by STL. The top graph represents
the vibration time signal. The middle graph is the fifth intrinsic mode function. The bottom
graph is the signal resulting from applying the STL on the IMF. The pulses represent the periodic
high frequency signal emitted by bearings defects.
The seasonal component of the intrinsic mode function has a pulse like shape (Figure 3.7, bot-
tom graph). As the bearing rotates, the roller elements (balls) strike the defect area, resulting in
a sharp amplitude increase of the vibration signal. This process is repeated periodically through
the machine operation. As will be shown shortly, this pulse signal contains all diagnostic infor-
mation such as bearing failure frequencies, and their characteristics, the rotating speed of the
machine, and other unidentified sources.
In the subsequent subsections, the power spectrum density of the seasonal component, from
selected intrinsic mode function, is used to detect two types of bearing failure frequencies: Ball
pass frequency outer race defect and ball pass inner race frequency defect. Recall that the power
spectrum density is approximated here by the periodogram method.
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Ball pass outer race frequency defect detection
Figure 3.8: Periodogram of the pulse signal obtained from the first IMF, at the beginning (top)
and the end (bottom) of experiment number 2
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Figure 3.8 shows the periodogram of the seasonal component from the first IMF obtained at the
beginning (top) and at the end of experiment number 2. The periodogram shows conspicuous
frequency peaks from 0 to 600 Hz approximately. At the beginning of the experiment, the ball
pass outer race frequency defect (236.4 Hz) is visible with a relatively low amplitude. At the end
of the experiment however, there is a relatively high increase in the outer race frequency defect
amplitude, which exhibits the severity of the damage incurred by the bearing.
In addition, the rotating speed (33.3Hz) of the machine shaft is visible in both cases. Harmonics
of the defect frequency are also visible. The magnitude of the harmonics have also increased,
as the bearing defect is accentuated. Recall that harmonics are characteristics of bearing outer
race defect, and are integer multiple of the defect frequency (236.4 Hz) and machine speed (33.3
Hz). In bearing vibration analysis, harmonics are the tail tail sign of a ball pass outer race defect.
The rest of the peaks in the periodogram represent unexplained phenomenon. Possibly signals
from other parts of the machine.
The difference between the theoretical value of the ball pass outer frequency defect (236.4 Hz)
and the one from the periodogram (236.03 Hz) is about 0.16%. While the difference between
the theoretical shaft frequency (33.33 Hz) and the on the periodogram (33.63 Hz) is about 0.9
%. This shows that the proposed method is relatively efficient in detecting important diagnostic
information from the vibration signal.
As pointed out earlier, the empirical mode decomposition, maps each intrinsic mode function
to region of high and low frequencies in the original signal. As such we would expect low fre-
quency processes such as the rotation speed of the machine, in the periodogram of lower fre-
quency intrinsic mode functions. Figure 3.9 shows the periodogram of a lower frequency intrin-
sic mode function (IMF8). This IMF displays only a peaks corresponding to the rotation speed
of the machine (33.3 Hz).
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Figure 3.9: Periodogram of a lower frequency intrinsic mode function, displaying a peak corre-
sponding to the rotation speed of the machine housing the bearing
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Ball pass inner race frequency defect detection
Figure 3.10: Periodogram of the pulse signal obtained from IMF number 1, at the beginning
(top) and the end (bottom) of experiment number 1.
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Figure 3.10 shows the periodogram obtained from the seasonal component of the first intrinsic
mode functions at the start (top) and at the end (bottom) of experiment number 1. The inner
race defect frequency (296.8 Hz) is visible in both cases. The amplitude of the inner race defect
frequency had increased considerably towards the end of the experiment. This again indicates
that the defect incurred by the bearing had increased in severity. The difference between the
theoretical value of the BPFI (296.8 Hz) and the detected value (295.8) is about 0.33 %. The
periodogram also exhibits other frequency peaks for which we can not account for, due to lack
of additional information.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, a new method for bearing fault detection was presented. This new technique
uses the empirical mode decomposition (EMD), the seasonal trend decomposition based on
LOESS, and the power spectral density in order to identify bearing failure. The empirical mode
decomposition splits an input vibration signal into components called intrinsic mode functions
(IMFs). The first few IMFs contain high and low frequency components of the input signal, while
the remaining IMFs contain mainly low frequency components.
Once the IMFs are obtained, depending on the frequency range of the bearing failure frequen-
cies, an IMF is chosen. In this thesis, the first IMF is selected for bearing failure detection. Fur-
thermore, the seasonal trend of the selected IMF is extracted, and the power spectral density of
the latter is approximated. By extracting the seasonal trend of the selected IMF, the mode mix-
ing phenomenon incurred by the EMD is mitigated. Recall that mode mixing is the mixture of
high and low frequency mode in an IMF. When mode mixing occurs, the generated IMF looses
its physical meaningful property.
The results from the proposed new method applied to a concrete case study, show that the new
scheme is able to detect bearing failure, as well as their characteristics such as harmonics. In ad-






In section 4.1, the results obtained from the high frequency resonance technique and the scheme
presented in this thesis are compared. Section 4.2 gives a summary, followed by a discussion re-
garding the main results, and recommendations to extend this work.
4.1 Comparison of results
Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the frequency spectrum obtained from the high frequency resonance
technique (HFRT), and the method proposed in this thesis, respectively. The magnitude of each
peak in the spectrum given by the HFRT is in G or mm/s2. Whereas, the magnitude of the
peaks obtained in this thesis are in energy square per Hertz. That is, the energy contribution per
Hertz. Regardless, for bearing fault detection, a high magnitude defect frequency, corresponds
to a severe bearing fault.
Both Figures represent the spectrum of a signal obtained from a bearing with an inner ring de-
fect. The latter can produce a noisy frequency spectrum when the HFRT is applied. This can
been seen from Figure 4.1, which shows a relatively noisy frequency spectrum. Although the
HFRT applies a series of filtering in order to strip out irrelevant signal components, the resulting
frequency spectrum still contains peaks embedded in noise. Consequently, identifying bearing
faults with certainty, can be challenging.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency spectrum with an identified ball pass inner race defect frequency ob-
tained from the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT).
Figure 4.2: Frequency spectrum with an identified ball pass inner race defect frequency ob-
tained from the method posited in this thesis.
In contrast, Figure 4.2 shows a clear spectrum with conspicuous frequency peaks. By applying
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the empirical mode decomposition on the target vibration signal, the most relevant informa-
tion is extracted. Furthermore, the seasonal component of the extracted intrinsic mode func-
tion represents a relatively noiseless signal. This means that only part of the signal containing
diagnostic information are captured. With enough information of the machine, the origin of
most peaks on the frequency spectrum could be (almost) explained. This make bearing fault
diagnosis easier and accurate, as we are only restricted to few frequency peaks to analyze.
4.2 Summary
The proclivity of machines towards failure, imposes a monitoring and maintenance scheme,
in order to avoid unexpected and catastrophic breakdown. To mitigate such events, most ma-
chines are equipped with an array of sensors, collecting continuously data. By applying signal
processing methods, incipient failures can be detected.
Being continually subjected to extensive load and stress, bearing failures represent more than
40% of defects in rotating machines. In most industries, Fourier transform is the corner stone of
nearly all methods, applied to bearing faults detection. One of the most widely used scheme is
the high frequency resonance technique (HFRT). The HFRT filters a bearing vibration signal, in
order to remove noise, and isolate desirable components, before generating a frequency spec-
trum. For a bearing, the failure frequencies are derived from its geometrical components and
the rotational speed of the machine on which it is mounted. Once the failure frequencies are
available (given by the manufacturer), it suffices to search for them in the frequency spectrum,
derived from the Fourier transform.
The high frequency resonance technique although widely used, can produce a very noisy spec-
trum, in particular when the bearing is subjected to a severe inner race defect. This can render
fault detection very challenging. In this thesis therefore, a new method is presented to mitigate
this issue. This proposed scheme, consists of decomposing an input bearing vibration signal,
into successive high to low frequency components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). This
is achieved through the empirical mode decomposition (EMD).
Once the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) have been computed, the first IMF is selected. Fur-
thermore, its seasonal trend is computed through the seasonal trend decomposition method
by LOESS (STL). The STL is a computational efficient method that decomposes a signal into its
trend and seasonal part. The trend is a monotone function, while the seasonal part is a peri-
odic oscillatory sinusoidal. Moreover, the power spectral density of the seasonal component of
the first intrinsic mode function is approximated. This is achieved through the periodogram
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method (approximation of the power spectral density). To test the efficiency of the proposed
method, a case study was performed. The results show that the new technique was able to
identify bearing failures. In addition, the frequency spectrum obtained was relatively noiseless,
compared to the one computed through the high frequency resonance technique.
The Hilbert-Huang transform, through the empirical mode decomposition (EMD), boasts itself
in generated mono component intrinsic mode functions. However, the EMD suffers from what
is known as mode mixing. The latter introduces one or more oscillatory modes into an IMF.
This is precisely the reason why in this thesis, the seasonal component of each IMF is extracted
through the STL, in order to circumvent mode mixing.
The result obtained are satisfactory in the sens that, bearing failure frequencies are clearly iden-
tified. However, only two types of bearing failures were tested: namely faults occurring in the
inner and outer ring. The justification is that these are the prevalent faults encountered. As an
extension to this work, the new method could be applied to detecting the whole range of bear-
ing defects, in order to further test its full validity. In addition, since the data for this case study
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